







































An Essay from our Library Patron
A Propos de Biblioth色ques
by Onteniente Brigitte
lst Dept. of Anatomy,
Shiga University of
Medical Science.
Really a hard Job. Writing a comparative essay about libraries or neuroscience
is quite impossible considering that there is no difference at all between them in France and
Japan. Research is fortunately universal, so that one of the places you feel really at home in a
foreign country is precisely a university s library, thanks to English language.
Meanwhile, the actual conception and development of such libraries is the result
of a fifty centuries'conquer led by books and arts'lovers. The history of libraries began in
Mesopotamia, where the first statements were carved on守ired clay. Without didactic function,
they were at that time only a way to preserve memories. In France, the idea of using them
as a teaching tool raised at first in monasteries, tuition being restricted to monks who
patiently copied out the first existing books. The monastic monopoly of libraries, in relation to
the power of the Church in Europe, allowed to collect these precious documents and to preserve
them from destruction such as the barbarian invasions of the 4th century. But after the 13th
century the religious importance went decreasing and the development of the big universities
introduced a new concept about book s usefulness. The need to communicate knowledge to an
increasing number of students called forth the idea of free access to libraries. In spite of it, it
took 400 years more to realise it, and only during the 16th century the Mazarine library (the
most important in Europe) have been officialy opened to people, followed one century later by
the Royal library of Louis the 14th : two days a week to scholars and scientists and three hours
to.ordinary public. The generous idea carried by the French Revolution, sweeping all the
privileges, raised numerous problems. A considerable number of books confiscated from private
libraries accumulated in municipalities, resulting in many loss and squandering. After a long
period of indexation, sorting and distribution, in parallel with the creation of thousands of new
libraries divided in specialized fields ( politics, arts, sciences, litterature... ) the now-a-days
structure have slowly been elaborated.
This gradual and difficult progression resulted at last m the triumph of the idea
about which so many people dreamed : oppose the cult of communication to that of conservation,
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